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A PORTRAIT HEAD OF A MAN. H. 13.1 
cm. Coarse-grained marble. Broad, flat, 
expressive face with furrowed brow and 
deep nasolabial folds. Wide open eyes 
with broad lids and round, drilled pu-
pils. The hair is combed forwards in two 
rows. Back of head unfinished. Slight-
ly worn. Planed as part of a statuette. 
Previously Coll. Friedlinger-Brandt, ca. 
1950-1960. Formerly Herbert A. Cahn, 
Basle, 1990's. Roman, 3rd-4th cent. A.D. 
 CHF 13,800

A HANDLE OF AN OINOCHOE. L. 14 cm. Bronze. Curved 
strap handle which ends in a Gorgoneion. Wild ringlets 
of hair, some rising upwards, frame the face of Medusa. 
Snakes' heads emerge from the two horns on her head. 
The bodies of the snakes form a knot under her chin. The 
round drill holes of the pupils were possibly originally 
inlaid in silver. Surface of handle corroded, the lower edge 
of the Gorgoneion partially trimmed. Formerly Coll. Louis- 
Gabriel Bellon (1819-1899). Roman, 1st cent. B.C.-1st 
cent. A.D.  CHF 1,800

A HEAD OF A MAN. H. 10.8 cm. Alabas-
ter. Oval face with pointed chin, stippled 
beard and large ears. Incised eyebrows 
above large almond-shaped eyes framed 
by broad lids. Large nose, carefully 
worked mouth, slightly curved cheeks. 
Soft neck with skin crease. Top, back and 
underside only summarily sculpted. Part 
of a statuette or a bust from a funerary 
stele. Formerly Laurin, Guilloux, Buffe-
taud et Tailleur, Paris, 20 May 1987, no. 
389. Sabaian, 3rd-2nd cent. B.C.  
 CHF 7,500 

A HEAD OF A BEARDED GOD. H. 6.7 cm. Marble. A 
heavy, frowning brow, large, deep-set eyes, prominent 
cheekbones and a small mouth with full lips and deep-
set corners make this a face full of vitality. The hair 
framing it consists of dense clusters of curls defined by 
narrow drilled channels and kept in check by an incised 
fillet on the crown. The slightly protruding brow, knitted 
eyebrows and hair standing straight up from the fore-
head make this a very expressive face in the tradition of 
Hellenistic sculpture. The deity is probably the father god 
Zeus/Jupiter or Asklepios. The neck is remarkably wide 
and angular, which could indicate that it was intended 
for use on an akrolith statue. Back of the head cut away. 
Fine traces of reddish paint. Slightly worn. Formerly priv. 
coll. Montpellier, auction: Hotel des Ventes Montpellier 
Languedoc, 16 May 2009. Late Hellenistic-Roman, 1st 
cent B.C.-1st cent. A.D.  CHF 3,600
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A HEAD OF A CELT. H. 30 cm. Sandstone (Yorkshire). Head with flat profile and rudimentary facial features. The face 
roughly oval, framed by oblique, incised strands of hair. Two flat ovoid hollows denote the eyes; triangular nose modelled 
in the round. The mouth represented by an oblong hollow. Plastically modelled features at the side of the face may indicate 
the ears, hair or a cap. A rounded ridge at the top of the neck probably denoting a torque. Celtic sculpture on this scale 
and in this state of preservation is exceedingly rare. Surface smoothed. Worn. Formerly Coll. R. Wyndham Ketton-Cremer, 
Felbrigg Hall, Norfolk, England. Thereafter, Coll. Norman Brett; since 1966, in the possession of his nephew, James Brett 
(since 1986, in his cottage in Gunton Park, Gunton, Norfolk). Celtic, 2nd-3rd cent. A.D. CHF 28,000

A VEILED FEMALE HEAD. H. 5.8 cm. Fine crystalline 
marble. From a statuette. Narrow face with full cheeks, 
small mouth and almond-shaped eyes with pronounced 
upper lid. Wavy hair parted in the middle and covered by 
a pleated veil. Nose, lower right hem of the veil and back 
of head slightly worn. Formerly Coll. O. D., Essen. Greek, 
3rd-2nd cent. B.C.  CHF 8,800

A TETRADRACHM, PELLA, PERSEUS. Dm. 2.9-3 cm. Silver. Obverse: Head of Perseus with a diadem to right. Reverse: 
ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΠΕΡΣΕΩΣ. Eagle with outspread wings to right on a lightning bundle. Above it, the monogramm ΞΩ, on 
the right MI. The whole encircled by a wreath of oak leaves. Excellent condition. Formerly Tyll Kroha, Cologne, 1991. 
Coll. A. and E. Offermann, Cologne (1970-2012). Greek, Macedonia, Pella, 179-168 B.C. CHF 3,800

A TETRADRACHM, MYRINA. Dm. ca. 3.3 cm. Silver. Ob-
verse: Head of Apollo wearing a wreath to right. Reverse: 
Apollo Grynaios to right, holding a laurel branch with 
taeniae in his left hand and a patera in his right hand. An 
omphalos and an amphora in front of him. ΜΥΡΙΝΑΙΩΝ 
and the monogramm ΠΥ behind him. The whole sur-
rounded by a laurel wreath. Excellent condition. For-
merly Coll. A. and E. Offermann, Cologne (1970-2012), 
acquired on the art market, London, ca. 1970-1980. Ae-
olis, Myrina, ca. 155-140 B.C. CHF 2,800
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A BLACK-FIGURE MASTOID CUP, ATTRIBUTED TO THE HAIMON GROUP. H. 8.4 cm. Clay. This small drinking cup is of standard mastoid shape, with everted offset lip, and a 
round-shouldered body that tapers sharply to a small round base whose flat underside is unglazed. In the broad reserved zone between the high-swung handles, on either side, a clothed 
maenad dances amidst a spreading vine and is framed by a pair of eyes. Under each handle, a stemmed ivy leaf. Unbroken. Upper righthand section of one side corroded and pitted. Added 
white details in large part well preserved. The simplified, silhouetted style of the figurework, with minimal incision, is fully characteristic of products of the prolific Haimonian workshop. 
Formerly Paris art market, 2012. Attic, ca. 500-480 B.C. CHF 5,600

A HEAD OF A STATUETTE WITH HIGH FOREHEAD AND DISC-SHAPED FACE. H. 5.8 cm. 
Terracotta. Nose and left ear slightly worn. Right half of face slightly encrusted. Formerly 
English priv. coll. Thessaly, 7th-6th mill. B.C. CHF 13,000

A ONE-HANDLED JUG WITH HEAD ATTACHMENT. H. 21.4 cm. Light brown clay with red-
brown wash. The round body rests on three short legs. Funnel-shaped mouth and narrow 
neck. A round face with pronounced, hooked nose and two pointed ears attached below 
the jug's mouth. Eyes and mouth, as well as three vertical decorative friezes impressed with 
round wooden tool. Arched handle with two large holes for grips running from the back of 
the neck to the shoulder, engraved decoration. Part of the rim restored. Tip of one of the 
feet modern. Fissure at the root of the handle. Formerly Coll. Zackary, Los Angeles, 1960s. 
Thereafter London art market, 1992. Gilan, Amlash, 10th-8th cent. B.C. CHF 7,800
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A THEATRE MASK OF A SLAVE. H. 18.1 cm. Terracotta. Two large openings for the eyes and a horizontal aperture for 
the nostrils. Bulging eyebrows and furrowed forehead. Broad, wide-open mouth with prominent lower lip. Unruly hair 
frames the forehead, temples and cheeks. Holes for attachment on the sides. Minor restorations. Resassembled from 
fragments. Slightly worn. Formerly Rosenbaum, Ascona, 1961. Thereafter, Coll. Hans and Ines Jucker, Berne. With old 
coll. label on reverse: "H J 342". Greek, Hellenistic, 3rd-2nd cent. B.C. CHF 14,000

AN APPLIQUE WITH THE HEAD OF THE GODDESS 
HATHOR. H. 19.2 cm. Bronze. Flat bronze applique with 
the head of the goddess Hathor in relief. The almost tri-
angular face is characterised by broad, flat eyebrows, 
almond-shaped eyes with elongated lid line, cow's ears, 
pronounced cheekbones and narrow lips around which a 
subtle smile plays. She wears a wig and broad collar and 
bears a sistrum on top of her head. The body of this musi-
cal instrument, which was frequently employed in the cult 
of Hathor and whose handle often adorns the goddess' 
head, is shaped like a naos from whose entrance a uraeus 
emerges. This motif was popular in the Late and Ptole-
maic Periods. A monumental version of this iconographic 
emblem features on the "Sistrum Columns" in the Hypo-
style Hall of the Temple of Hathor in Dendara. Surfaces 
slightly corroded. Formerly Swiss priv. coll., acquired ca. 
1995 on the Swiss art market. Thereafter priv. coll. R. W., 
Canton Zurich, Switzerland, since 2013. Egypt, Late Period 
to Ptolemaic, 2nd half of 1st mill. B. C.  CHF 8,800

A SMALL HEAD OF EROS. H. 10.2 cm. Marble, fine-
grained. His long, curly hair is braided over the fore-
head and top of his head. The head is turned to left. The 
round face has narrow, almond-shaped eyes. The head is 
inclined slightly, indicating that the posture of the statu-
ette as a whole was very dynamic. Face, hair above fore-
head and neck slightly worn. Damage to nose. Formerly 
American private collection, acquired ca. 1960. Roman, 
early 2nd cent. A.D.  CHF 9,800

A RED-FIGURE SQUAT LEKYTHOS. H. 10.2 cm. 
Clay. Ovoid body decorated with a frontal bust 
of Nike. Ovolo as baseline. Moulded ring foot. 
Glaze slightly worn in places. Traces of reddish 
miltos. Formerly French priv. coll.; Collection 
J. M. E., New York, acquired in Paris, March 
1999. Western Greek, Campania, 4th cent. B.C. 
                                                   CHF 10,200

A HEAD OF A GODDESS. H. 7.4 cm. Marb-
le. Deep-set, a slender nose and sensuously 
curved lips characterize this slim, youthfully 
idealized face. The hair is held in shape by 
a headband across the forehead, which also 
holds in place the hair drawn back at either 
side of the head and tied in a knot at the 
nape of the neck. Slightly worn. Probably 
from a statuette of Aphrodite. Formerly Coll. 
Jean-Philippe Mariaud de Serres, Paris, acqui-
red in the 1990s. Greek, 3rd-2nd cent. B.C.                      
 CHF 5,600
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Ars vivendi – Everyday Objects from Ancient Cultures New Artworks Monthly
on www.cahn.ch

A LARGE ARYBALLOS. H. 10.9 cm. Faience. A round-bodied vessel with wide rim and strap handle. Decorated in 
relief with radiating tongues on broad upper surface of mouth, on shoulder and on underside of base; a net pattern 
of lozenges on edge of rim and on the body. All surfaces coated with a blue glaze. Reassembled from fragments. 
Formerly Coll. B. Kröber, Ascona, ca. 1970-1974. Rhodian, ca. 575-550 B.C. CHF 16,000

BLACK-GLAZED TRIPOD-PYXIS (TYPE A). H. 15 cm. Clay. 
Cylindrical body with elegantly convex sides, carefully 
balanced above and below by edge of lid and by offset 
moulding of base. Set on a tripartite foot with reserved 
concave edge, its join to the flat underside of the pyxis 
is masked by a thick glazed fillet. Underside of lid un-
glazed. Reassembled from fragments, and essentially com-
plete save for lid's restored knob. Formerly Coll. M. Rohde, 
Basle. "L.185/660" penned on a label affixed to the vase's 
underside. Attic, ca. 525-500 B.C.  CHF 9,800

A LARGE BLACK-GLAZED KANTHAROS. H. 14.5 cm. 
Clay, black and brown glaze. Almost cylindrical drinking 
vessel with lavishly moulded wall that widens slightly 
towards the wide mouth. Two pointed handles with fin-
ger supports on opposite sides. Recessed base painted 
with brownish glaze and with two black-glazed rings. 
Some wear on the rim and on the inside. Formerly Swiss 
priv. coll., prior to 2000. Greek, Boeotian, 5th cent. B.C.  
  CHF 13,800

A WHITE-GROUND SKYPHOS, ATTRIBUTED TO THE 
HAIMON GROUP. H. 8 cm. D. 9.5 cm. Clay, cream slip, 
dark brown and black glaze. In shape, this lipless sky-
phos with narrow base and mastoid body ("footed mas-
tos") belongs to Ure's Pistias Class N. The scene on both 
the obverse and reverse, executed in silhouette, depicts 
Peleus wrestling with the Nereid Thetis. Below, a series 
of bands alternately black and brown. Outside edge of 
lip and exterior of handles glazed. Flanking each han-
dle, upright palmettes in black. Offset foot; on reserved 
underside, two finely drawn concentric circles about 
central glazed depression. Complete; reassembled from 
fragments with breaks retouched. Formerly JDC, Götter, 
Menschen, Wesen, Cat. 14, 2002, no. 22 with ill. Attic, 
ca. 480 B.C.  CHF 8,500
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A LARGE BOTTLE. H. 20.8 cm. Green glass. A glass 
bottle with tall, cylindrical body with punt in the base. 
The rounded shoulder slopes up to a short, tubular neck, 
which in turn flares outwards to form a wide rim, re- 
inforced with a double raised ring. The broad handle is 
attached with a fold at the neck and shoulder. Fissure at 
the neck, otherwise intact; encrustation on the handle. 
Formerly Coll. Francisca Zijlstra, Beek, Netherlands. Ro-
man, 2nd-4th cent. A.D.  CHF 4,800

A FRAGMENT OF AN UNUSALLY MONUMENTAL OIL LAMP. L. 21 cm. Bronze. This impressive fragment is formed 
like an independent lamp. However, it originally belonged to an enormous bronze lamp with an interior diameter of 
ca. 1 m. The disc is adorned by a comedian’s mask, whose open mouth serves as air hole. The angular snout has a 
large round hole for the wick. The end of the lamp is formed by an element resembling a handle with two semicir-
cular cut-outs at the sides. On the top of the lamp there is a small, cube-like element, which is attached by means of 
a small iron rod. A dolphin's snout rises up from it. The dolphin would probably have had a curling tail which rose 
upwards,  and to which chains could have been attached for suspension. Due to its unusually large dimensions, this 
lamp probably came from a sacred context. Reverse open. Hollow cast. Tip of snout slightly worn. Formerly Baidun 
Coll., Jerusalem, since 1976. Roman, 1st-2nd cent. A.D. CHF 18,000

A SLENDER BOTTLE. H. 9.8 cm. Pale green glass. Pro-
nounced, steeply sloping shoulder that transitions ele-
gantly into a cylindrical body. The short neck widens 
to a disc-shaped mouth with rim turned inwards. Base 
slightly concave. Iridescent. Intact. Formerly priv. coll. 
S. S., acquired between 1965 and 1975. Thereafter priv. 
coll. Geneva, by inheritance. Roman, 2nd-3rd cent. A.D. 
  CHF 900

A BLACK-GLAZED TREFOIL-MOUTHED OINOCHOE. 
Clay, black glaze. Bulbous jug that tapers away towards 
the bottom with pronounced shoulder, short, drawn-in 
neck and trefoil mouth. Glazed all over except on the 
underside. Fine ring offsetting the slightly concave base 
which is coated in a reddish miltos. Priv. coll. Basle. At-
tic, 5th cent. B.C.  CHF 6,600

A PROTOME OF A GODDESS. H. 17 cm. Clay. Mould-
made head and bust of a woman with almond-shaped 
eyes, Archaic smile and long, beaded hair. Her head is 
crowned by a broad polos. Proper right shoulder and part 
of chest lost. Left corner of polos and tip of nose restored. 
Formerly Belgian priv. coll. Thereafter Archea Ancient 
Art, Amsterdam, inv. no. 5391, acquired 9.10.1999. There-
after Coll. P.A.E. Hollander, 1992-2010. Western Greek, 
2nd half of 6th cent. B.C.  CHF 2,400
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A BOAR RATTLE. L. 7.3 cm. Clay. Plump body with 
splayed, stump-like legs. Two-part crest. Interior hol-
low with little balls of clay. Restored. Toy. Fomerly Coll. 
Fritz Bernheim, Switzerland, from the 1960s. Thereafter 
in family hands until 2004. Thereafter JDC, Tiere und 
Mischwesen 4, Cat. 16 (Basle 2004) no. 37 with illus., 
inv. no. 3532, acquired 9.12.2004. Thereafter Coll. P.A.E. 
Hollander, 1992-2010. Greek, 5th cent. B.C. CHF 1,200

AN ENGRAVED MIRROR WITH INSCRIPTION. H. 19.4 cm. Bronze. Flat, slightly oval disk with tang for the original handle, which would have been made of a different material 
(wood, bone or ivory). The front was once polished smooth for use as a mirror. The reverse with slightly turned-up rim is finely engraved with Hermes (Turms) facing left, sitting 
on a sketchily drawn rock. In his right hand he holds his characteristic kerykeion, while his left hand appears to be resting on a shield standing on the ground; to the right of it a 
writhing snake (?). The messenger of the gods has turned to face the slightly hunched figure of Herakles (Hercle) standing before him, readily identifiable by the lion’s scalp and 
cudgel. The scene is framed by two trailing ivy tendrils, which at the top are tied together in a Hercules knot and at the transition to the tang converge in an upright palmette 
atop a volute lyre. The ornament is repeated in the same place on the smooth reflecting surface. The inscription running left is the name of the mirror’s former owner: Poplia 
Thraktonia, whose etymology can be traced back to the Chiusi region. Tang for the handle preserved only in part. Surface slightly corroded in places. Two cracks sealed. Herakles 
was the Etruscans’ favourite hero and hence occurs frequently on mirror scenes in which he is often shown in conversation with his companion Iolaos (Vile). Formerly Galleria 
Serodine, Ascona, Switzerland. Priv. coll. Switzerland. Etruscan, 4th cent. B.C. CHF 8,800

A SIMPULUM WITH WOLF'S HEAD APPLIQUE.  
L. 19.8 cm. Bronze. Deep bowl, flat strap handle with 
forked end a wolf's head between the prongs. Pointed 
snout, slender, upright ears, ring punches for the eyes. 
The transition from the handle to the bowl is adorned 
by a half volute on either side. One ear slightly worn, 
one of the volutes partially missing. Used to ladle wine 
during feasts and sacrifices. Simpulum Type 3 after Cas-
toldi-Feugère. Previously Coll. F. Antonovich. Formerly 
Christie's London, South Kensington, auction 5.10.2000, 
no. 76. Publ.: F. Antonovich, Les métamorphoses divines 
d'Alexandre (Paris, 1996) 178 and 380. Late Hellenis-
tic-Roman, Late Republic, 1st cent. B.C.-1st half of 1st 
cent. A.D.  CHF 2,800
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A CHILD'S RATTLE IN THE FORM OF A LOAF OF  
SACRIFICIAL BREAD. D. 5 cm. Clay. Balls inside. Un-
damaged. Formerly Coll. Malterer, Munich. Thereafter 
Antiken-Kabinett Frankfurt a. M., list no. 3480, acquired 
17.4.2007. Thereafter Coll. P.A.E. Hollander, 1992-2010. 
Greek, 5th-4th cent. B.C.  CHF 600

A RIBBED SPRINKLER. H. 9.5 cm. Greenish glass. The 
spherical body is decorated with spiral ribs running from 
the top left to the bottom right. Small, off-set base. The 
flaring neck is constricted at the base. The lip of the 
broad, horizontal mouth is folded inwards. Slightly ir-
idescent. Deposits in the interior. Intact. Formerly Coll. 
Mildred (Miriam) Devor, Jerusalem, 1960s-1970s. Ro-
man, Eastern Mediterranean, 4th-5th cent. A.D. 
  CHF 1,400

A LARGE BOTTLE. H. 19.3 cm. Light green glass. 
Drop-shaped body. Slightly arched base. Short, tapering 
neck with a constriction at the transition to the shoulder. 
Flaring mouth with a ring that was tooled out of the wall. 
Rim folded inwards and ground smooth. Free-blown. 
Fissure due to tension in the wall. Encrusted. Iridescent. 
Formerly priv. coll., Luxembourg, 2002. Thereafter Swiss 
priv. coll., 2003; Collection V. R., Basle. Roman, Eastern 
Mediterranean, 1st-2nd cent. A.D.  CHF 1,400

A GROTESQUE HEAD FROM AN OFFERING VESSEL. H. 9.2 cm. Grey-brown clay. Top 
of an offering vessel shaped as the grotesque head of a man with curly hair, a large, 
pointed nose that curves to the left, full lips, slightly protruding ears, knotty eyebrows, 
large eyes and drilled pupils. A round spout with high rim emerges from the crown of 
the head. Part of the vessel’s body is preserved; traces of the handle visible at the nape 
of the neck. Formerly MM AG, Basle. Schweizerische Kunst- und Antiquitätenmesse 
Basel, 14.-22.06.1980 no. 184 (copy of original purchase contract accompanies this 
lot). Old label on base with the inscription “1.2.27 CSS VAS 41” in ink. Roman Egypt, 
Alexandria (?), 2nd-3rd cent. A.D. CHF 2’800

A SMALL JUG. H. 14.5 cm. Yellowish glass. The elongated, oval body transitions se-
amlessly into the long neck with wide, disk-shaped mouth and turned-in rim. A handle 
made of strong glass thead connects neck and shoulder. Flattened base with ring and 
pontil mark. Fine white scaling on the inside. Intact. Formerly Luxembourgian priv. 
coll., 2002. Thereafter Swiss priv. coll., 2003; Collection V. R., Basle. Roman, 1st-3rd 
cent. A.D. CHF 1’400
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A BLACK-FIGURE BAND-CUP WITH MALE DANCERS. H. 12.5 cm. Clay. Between the handles a zone of figures rendered in silhouette. A/B: A row of nude dancers (seven on A, six on B) 
moving to right, all represented in the same slightly crouched posture. A curved row of dots in front of the seventh dancer on side A. Palmettes flank the handles. Reserved bands below 
the figured zone. Glaze on lower part of cup, together with foot, misfired bright orange. Complete, reassembled from fragments. Formerly Coll. H. Voigt, Essen, Germany. Thereafter priv. 
coll. Basle, acquired from Cahn Auktionen AG, Basle, Auction 4, 18.9.2009, lot 150. Attic, ca. 500 B.C. CHF 12,000

A GOLD PLAQUE WITH THE PORTRAIT OF A ROMAN 
LADY. H. 1.6 cm. Gold. Fine oval plaque made of raised 
gold sheet showing the bust of a lady in right profile. 
Her hair is parted down the middle, drawn back in 
overlapping rows of wavy tresses and tied at the back 
of the head in a longish knot. This hairstyle was made 
fashionable by the Roman Empress Iulia Domna (d. 217 
A.D.). The lady could be a portrait of the empress herself. 
Undamaged. Presumably a decorative inlay. Formerly 
priv. coll. Schellingerhout, The Netherlands, acquired ca. 
1980. Roman, late 2nd-1st quarter of 3rd cent. A.D.  
  CHF 3,800

A PAIR OF EARRINGS. L. 4.4 cm. Gold, emerald, green 
glass. An ornate disc in the shape of a shield boss is 
attached to the front of the hanger by means of a loop. 
The disc's rim is adorned by fine, granulated beads and 
its concave centre by a glass bead affixed to a small gold 
pin whose head is a cluster of gold beads. Below it, a  
pyramidal element made of sheet gold with a double 
volute at the top and an emerald bead framed by two 
granulated cuffs, is suspended from the hanger. Excel-
lent condition. Clip fastener modern. Formerly Frank 
Sternberg, Zurich, prior to 2000. Roman, 2nd-3rd cent. 
A.D.  CHF 6,200

A PAIR OF DOLPHIN EARRINGS. L. 8.5 cm. Gold. The 
creole earrings are made of partially coiled gold wire; 
one end is bent to form a loop around which a fine 
wire with volute-shaped ends is coiled. The other end 
of the hoop is hooked into the loop. A dolphin pendant 
made of sheet gold is suspended from the creole. Its tail 
forms two loops from which one pearl each is suspended. 
Hook-shaped hanger. Pearls modern. Formerly priv. coll., 
Israel. Roman, 1st-3rd cent. A.D.  CHF 5,500
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“The Ancient World in Clay” New Artworks Monthly
on www.cahn.ch

A RED-FIGURE OINOCHOE SHAPE 6. H. 27 cm. Clay. 
The unusual shape of this well-preserved vessel is highly 
distinctive, with its beaked spout angled upwards, cur-
vaceous handle with central rib, and a prominent cari-
nation that sets off shoulder sharply from body. In the 
shoulder’s ample picture zone, which is bordered to the 
sides by a chevron-pattern, a young woman, dressed 
in long flowing chiton, sits at ease on a high-backed 
chair (klismos), a mirror in her raised left hand. Before 
her, a youth, naked but for the cloak draped over one 
arm, strides off to right, thyrsos in hand, his upper body 
turned back to left with right arm outstretched. A pal-
mette serves as space-filler at lower right, and a leafed 
tendril rises into the handle zone. Below the neck’s offset 
collar is a stretch of ovolos; on the bodychain of ivy 
punctated by a sole half-palmette. Affixed immediately 
below the handle is a moulded relief plaque of a drunken 
papposilenos with his legs folded under him, a kantharos 
in hand, and his left arm resting on a wineskin. Contours 
of feature and form are here picked out in glaze. The 
vase’s pale clay has been coated overall with a reddish 
miltos wash imitation of the colouring of Attic mod-
els. Glaze misfired brownish orange in places. Unbro-
ken. Minor chipping to spout and to body’s carinated 
edge. Slight abrasion of surfaces. Formerly Coll. Dr. Linn, 
1990s. Campanian, 2nd quarter 4th cent. B.C. 
 CHF 9,800

A SCULPTED VASE IN THE FORM OF A SEATED YOUTH. 
H. 10.6 cm. Clay, black glaze. The enthroned youth 
(Adonis?) has shoulder-length hair and wears a himation 
draped around his hips and legs. His right foot rests on 
a small pedestal. The object held in his left hand could 
be a now headless bird. The backrest of the throne fea-
tures two lateral projections, each ending in a rosette. 
The reverse and elegantly curved mouth of the vessel are 
both glazed in black. Left forearm reattached. Left upper 
arm superficially worn. Glaze slightly chipped in places. 
Formerly Coll. Donati, 1970s. Greek or Western Greek, 
Hellenistic, 4th-3rd cent. B.C.  CHF 5,600

A SLAVE CARRYING A BASKET. H. 18.8 cm. Terracot-
ta. His short cloak reveals his oversized penis dangling 
between his legs. On his left shoulder is a basket on a 
cloth pad, which he supports with his left arm; the right 
hand touches the right side of his head. Grotesque face 
with bulging brows, large, hooked nose and open mouth 
with drooping lower lip. On the back, an elongated hole 
with round drill hole. Front with large hole for insertion 
of a penis. Slightly worn. Formlerly Erotika Collection 
Christian von Faber-Castell, Küsnacht ZH, Switzerland. 
Egypt, Alexandrian, 1st-2nd cent. A.D.  CHF 2,900
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A DRAPED STATUETTE OF A YOUNG WOMAN. H. 20 cm. Terracotta. The young wom-
an is shown with her right leg engaged and left arm angled. She wears a long chiton, 
with her feet – clad in shoes – poking out from underneath it, and over it a loose, heav-
ily pleated himation that covers her whole body and is drawn up over her neck and 
head. She holds the folds of her mantle gathered up in her right hand. Finely worked 
facial features. Mould-made and finished by hand. Veil slightly worn, otherwise un-
damaged. Formerly priv. coll. Lyon, France, 1980s. Greek, probably Tanagra, 4th-2nd 
cent. B.C.  CHF 5,800

A ONE-HANDLED JAR. H. 8 cm. Clay, 
glaze. Jar with concave wall and high 
strap handle on a flat base. Metope frieze 
around the neck. Lower part of the vessel 
decorated with encircling stripes with a 
frieze of lines sandwiched between them. 
Two fragments from the rim reattached. 
Handle restored; the points of attachment 
with striped decoration are original. Paint 
chipped in places. Formerly Collection 
Joseph Klein, formed in New York be-
tween 1941 and 1980. Thence by descent. 
Attic, Late Geometric, 2nd half 8th cent. 
B.C. CHF 3,800

A SMALL JUG WITH FUNNEL-NECK. 
H. 7.8 cm. Light brown clay, coarsely 
grogged. Vessel with conical lower sec-
tion and flat base. A sharp bend in the 
wall marks the transition to the off-set 
shoulder which is decorated with diago-
nal grooves. Tall neck. Broad strap han-
dle from below the lip to the shoulder. 
A small fragment of the rim reattached; 
minor restoration to rim. Formerly Coll. 
Dr. Siegfried Zimmer, ca. 1950. Label with 
inv. no.: “221”. Eastern Central Europe, 
Late Bronze Age, Lusatian Culture, ca. 
1100-800 B.C. CHF 1,800

A JAR WITH TWO HANDLES. H. 15.4 cm. 
Brown clay with glimmer. Bellied body 
with rounded shoulder tapering down to 
the slightly concave base. The conical neck 
with S-shaped rim is set apart from the 
shoulder by an encircling groove. Two tiny 
strap handles on opposite sides connect 
neck and shoulder. Fissures. Formerly Coll. 
Dr. Ulrich Wisler, Biel-Benken, Switzerland, 
collected between 1960-1990. Eastern Cen-
tral Europe, Late Bronze-Early Iron Age, 
Lusatian Culture, ca. 1200-700 B.C. 
 CHF 2,200

A FRAGMENT OF A FEMALE CHARIOTEER. H. 10 cm. Clay, reddish-brown paint. 
High relief. The woman has voluminous hair, wears a peplos and stretches both arms 
forwards. Traces of paint. Formerly Estate Herbert A. Cahn (acquired before 1970). 
Thereafter, Cahn Auktionen AG Basle, Auction Sale 4, 18 September 2009, lot 202 with 
illus.; Coll. A., Switzerland. Old inv. no. in red “1093”. East Greek (Phokaia or Kyzikos), 
ca. 520 B.C.  CHF 3,300

A VOTIVE BUST OF A YOUNG MAN. H. 31.5 cm. Terracotta. The slightly smaller than life-size head has almost boyish facial features. The almond-shaped eyes framed by sharply 
drawn eyelids are set beneath softly modelled eyebrows. A long, slim nose leads into a soft and finely modelled mouth with a slightly curved middle line in which the Classical 
Greek influence is unmistakably apparent. Above the forehead and temples an otherwise smooth crown is divided into strands of hair. This outstandingly well preserved bust is a 
fine example of a craft tradition that developed in the Etrusco-Italic region in the 5th and 4th cent. B.C. and that specialized first and foremost in works in clay. The terracottas were 
mould-made, reworked with a modelling stick and in a final stage painted in contrasting colours. Remains of this painting are still visible on the hairline, nose, right ear and neck of 
the bust shown here. Worn in one place along the lower edge; otherwise undamaged. Formerly W. Rosenbaum, Ascona, before 1984. Etruscan, 4th-3rd cent. B.C. CHF 18,000
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A TERRACOTTA STATUETTE OF AN “EPHEBE”. H. 10.5 
cm. Clay, white paint. He sits on a stone with his right 
hand placed on his right knee and his left hand resting 
in his lap. He wears a short-sleeved chiton under a finely 
pleated chlamys, which is fastened by a fibula on his 
right shoulder. Reverse only summarily sculpted. Trac-
es of white paint. The head is reattached and the right 
foot is missing; otherwise well preserved. The figure may 
have worn a now missing hat. From The Fine Arts Muse-
ums, San Francisco, California, acquired by the museum 
in the late 19th-early 20th century, and subsequently 
sold to benefit The Acquisition Fund. Old label “28” on 
the back, two handwritten inv. nos. on the inside of the 
statuette. Greek, Boeotia, 3rd cent. B.C.  CHF 2,800

A LARGE ALABASTRON. H. 21 cm. Clay. On the body of this alabastron of notably elongated form a massive tusked 
boar stands heraldically to right, surrounded by blob-rosettes that are randomly disposed in the field as filling orna-
ment. Right behind the boar is a red-breasted waterfowl with a large floral element hovering above. Topside of mouth 
glazed and accented with red. Black tongues on the shoulder; a series of concentric lines around the base. Details in 
added red. Reassembled from fragments; breaks retouched. Formerly de Simonis, ca. 2000. Etrusco-Corinthian, 2nd 
quarter of 6th cent. B.C.  CHF 5,600

A SMALL TUREEN. H. 8.3 cm. Grey-brown clay, graph-
ite-burnished. Tripartite vessel with conical lower sec-
tion and rounded shoulder adorned by a frieze of tri-
angles. Four evenly spaced double knobs immediately 
below the frieze. Two of them frame a small perforation. 
The off-set neck tapers conically. Narrow mouth with 
everted, flattened lip. A fissure in the neck, otherwise 
unbroken. Formerly Coll. Dr. Siegfried Zimmer, ca. 1950. 
A label with the inv. no. “244” as well as a loose label 
with handwritten notes: “Ziergefäss Fr. Eisenzeit 800-
500 v. Chr.”; “4. Stufe der Lausitzer Kultur”. Inscription 
on the base of the vessel in pale blue paint: “Schlesien”. 
Eastern Central Europe, Late Bronze-Early Iron Age, Lu-
satian Culture, ca. 1000-600 B.C.  CHF 6,500

A STATUETTE OF A WARRIOR. H. 10 cm. Clay, black and red paint. His helmet with long plume, nose-guard and 
protruding ears is painted red. Traces of paint on the figure’s back and shoulders indicate that his garment was also 
painted red. Black paint is used for the eyes, the eyebrows and the beard. The warrior’s right arm crosses his body 
as he unsheathes his now missing sword. In his left hand he holds a shield with a round central boss decorated with 
a pattern of circles and lines. The lower part of the body broken off. Shield, nose, right ear and chin slightly worn. 
Formerly Coll. E.H. Lawrence (1817-1891). Thereafter Sotheby’s London, April 1892, lot no. 525. Inscription in red ink 
on reverse: “LAWRENCE COLL: LOT 525. p 818.”. Cypriot, 7th-6th cent. B.C. CHF 4,200

A ONE-HANDLED JUG WITH HEAD ATTACHMENT. H. 21.4 cm. Light brown clay with red-brown wash. The round 
body rests on three short legs. Funnel-shaped mouth and narrow neck. A round face with pronounced, hooked nose 
and two pointed ears attached below the mouth. Eyes and mouth, as well as three vertical decorative friezes impressed 
with round wooden tool. Arched handle with two large holes for grips running from the back of the neck to the 
shoulder engraved decoration. Part of the rim restored. Tip of one of the feet modern. Fissure at the root of the handle. 
Formerly Coll. Zackary, Los Angeles, 1960s. Thereafter London art market, 1992. Gilan, Amlash, 10th-8th cent. B.C.  
 CHF 7,800
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A VOTIVE HEAD OF A YOUTH. H. 28.5 cm. Reddish clay 
with mica. The deep-set eyes with pupils, the fleshy, 
curved, slightly parted lips, and the mass of finely de-
fined curls spilling out from underneath the mantle 
drawn up over his head lend this beautifully sculpted vo-
tive head of a young man a remarkably life-like expres-
siveness, further enhanced by his pathos-laden turn of 
the head. Front side mould-made. Reverse convex with 
smoothed surface; small firing hole. The type is known 
to have existed in Cales (Campania), among other plac-
es. Minor restoration work on the lower edge, otherwise 
beautifully preserved. With Royal Athena Galleries, New 
York, 2001. Central Italy, late 4th cent. B.C. CHF 12,000

A PROTOME OF A WOMAN. H. 19.3 cm. Clay. The god-
dess wears a low polos, a veil and disk-shaped earrings. 
The slender face with pointed chin is characterized by 
finely incised, almond-shaped eyes, prominent cheek-
bones and the typical Archaic smile. Her high fore-
head is framed by centrally parted locks, which behind 
the ears hang down onto the shoulders in three long, 
straight strands. Votive offering. Slightly worn, other-
wise undamaged. Traces of red paint on the polos. For-
merly Galerie Günter Puhze, Freiburg, 1999. Western 
Greek, late 6th-early 5th cent. B.C.  CHF 4,800

A RATTLE. H. 8 cm. Brown clay, polished. Biconical body 
on low foot. Long, tapering neck with a perforation (for 
suspension or to amplify the sound) at the transition to 
the shoulder, decorated with diagonal hatching. Former-
ly Coll. Dr. Siegfried Zimmer, ca. 1951. Eastern Central 
Europe, Late Bronze-Early Iron Age, Lusatian Culture, 
ca. 1100-700 B.C.  CHF 1,800

A LARGE JAR WITH TWO HANDLES (URN). H. 24 cm. 
Brown clay, graphite-burnished. Bellied vessel, tapering 
to base. Conical neck offset by a groove. Everted rim. 
Decoration in form of circular impressions. Two strap 
handles on opposite sides. Cracks sealed. Formerly Coll. 
Dr. Ulrich Wisler, Biel-Benken, Switzerland, collected be-
tween 1960-1990. Eastern Central Europe, Late Bronze 
Age, Lusatian Culture, ca. 1100-800 B.C.  CHF 5,500

A SMALL TUREEN WITH FUNNEL NECK. H. 6.2 cm. Clay, 
graphite-burnished. Biconical vessel decorated with in-
cised lines and triangles with central nub. Groove at the 
base of the shoulder. Flared rim. Small, flat omphalos. 
Rim slightly worn, otherwise undamaged. Formerly Coll. 
Dr. Siegfried Zimmer, ca. 1950. Eastern Central Europe, 
Late Bronze Age-Early Iron Age, Lusatian Culture, ca. 
1000-700 B.C.  CHF 1,500
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Exquisite Miniatures 

A PEPLOPHOROS. H. 7 cm. Bronze. The peplophoros stands proudly with her right arm akimbo, looking slightly to the right. Her left arm is raised with the hand held open as if in 
a questioning gesture. She may have carried a water vessel originally (as a hydrophoros or hydria carrier). Her peplos is richly decorated with four-pointed stars and cross-hatched 
trim. Her muscular arms are uncovered. Her hair is parted down the middle, drawn up at the temples and held in place by a fillet that is not shown. Her wide-open eyes and the 
slightly downturned corners of her mouth lend her a rather severe expression. Solid cast, olive-green patina. Nose slightly worn. Formerly private coll. Lyon, France; acquired in 
the 1960s. Greek, 460-450 B.C.  CHF 14,000

A SMALL PYXIS WITH LID. H. 6.2 cm. D. 7.9 cm. Clay, 
black glaze. Pyxis, painted all over, comprising a wide, 
shallow receptacle with flat base and convex wall and 
a slightly conical lid with central knob. The frieze dec-
orating the wall of the pot is divided by vertical lines 
and bands of rhombuses into metopes of varying width, 
filled alternately with a chequerboard pattern or water 
fowl with two encircling stripes serving as baseline. The 
lid is decorated with a zigzag band, a line frieze and 
several stripes arranged concentrically around the cen-
tral knob. The line frieze and stripes continue on the flat 
inside rim of the receptacle on which the lid rests. Filling 
the base is a rosette, whose petals are interspersed with 
triangles filled with rhomboid hatching. Two drill holes 
on either side of the lower edge of the lid and, aligned 
with them, several small holes in the flat inside rim of 
the pot. Rim slightly worn. Glaze abraded in places. All in all beautifully preserved. With Sotheby’s London, 13-14 July 1981, lot 238 with ill. Thereafter Collection J.M. E., New 
York, acquired at Sotheby’s London, December 1984. Ex Collection Richard Hattatt, no. 1709; lid and body with label “1709”. Attic, Late Geometric, 750-735 B.C.        CHF 7,800
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A YOUTH PRESENTING AN OFFERING. H. 9.1 cm. Bronze. The youth stands in contrapposto, wrapped in a long 
mantle that leaves his right shoulder and much of his muscular upper body exposed. The end of the mantle, with 
broad hem, drapes down over the left shoulder. The angled right arm probably held an offering that is now lost. The 
left arm, most of which is concealed beneath the drapery, perhaps held a lance or staff originally. The hair is worn 
short so that the ears are exposed but with sideburns covering the temples. The young man looks straight ahead with 
wide-open eyes framed by finely drawn eyelids. Thick, pale-green patina. Right hand, left lower leg and foot missing. 
Minor retouching on the tip of the nose. Formerly Coll. Vladimir Rosenbaum, Ascona, before 1984. Etruscan, late 5th 
cent. B.C. CHF 6,800

A SMALL HEAD OF A BOY. H. 3.9 cm. Marble. The child-
like head, possibly that of the god Eros, is turned to the 
left and probably belonged to a relief originally. Eyes 
framed by thick, sharp-edged eyelids, a short stubby nose 
with broad ala and finely curved lips characterize the 
round, chubby-cheeked face. The curly hair is combed 
forward onto the forehead in long strands. Beautifully 
preserved. Formerly Coll. Neumeier, Reinheim, Germany, 
acquired in the 1960s. Thence by descent. Roman, 1st-
2nd cent. A.D. CHF 3,600

A FRAGMENT OF AN INSCRIPTION. H. 6.8 cm. L. max. 
10.1 cm. Stone (grey marble). Rectangular tabula ending 
at left and continuing to the right with an excerpt from 
a Latin inscription, legible as: SEX S / SEX II (or LI, 
or LF). Analogous to other inscriptions, this could mean 
SexSexSex(torum) l(ibertus/a). Alternatively, it could be 
read as the family name Sextius or as the praenomen 
Sextus. Formerly priv. coll. Montpellier, France; acqui-
red: Auction Sale Hotel des Ventes Montpellier Langue-
doc, 16 May 2009. Roman, 1st-3rd cent. A.D. CHF 1,200

A SMALL SQUAT LEKYTHOS. H. 10.3 cm. Clay, black 
glaze. Squat lekythos with bulbous body on moulded 
ring foot with slender neck and funnel-shaped mouth. 
Neck, mouth and handle with restorations; ring foot 
worn; base with resealed fissure. Perfume flask. Former-
ly Bailly-Pommery & Voutier Associés, Paris, 17.03.2006 
lot no. 15. An old label on the base inscribed in black 
ink: “1396”. Attic, 3rd quarter 5th cent. B.C. CHF 1,500

A COSMETIC VESSEL IN THE SHAPE OF A SITTING  
BABOON. H. 5 cm. Clay, red slip, dark brown matt glaze. 
The baboon sits with tucked-up hind legs flanking his 
forelegs. Traces of dark brown dotted decoration on the 
rump. The opening of the vessel is located at the top of 
the head. A handle runs from the baboon’s head to its 
back. Shape clearly influenced by Egyptian models. Flat 
base. Intact. Formerly Coll. L. Mildenberg (1913-2001). 
Eastern Greek, 5th cent. B.C.  CHF 1,800

A BLACK-GLAZED SQUAT LEKYTHOS. H. 7.8 cm. Clay, 
black glaze. A squat, globular vessel on a low ring foot, 
with funnel-shaped mouth, and a single high-slung han-
dle attached to short neck and shoulder. Offset at join of 
neck to body. Underside reserved. On the neck ancient 
repair by the potter. Perfume vessel. Formerly American 
private coll., acquired between the early 1970s and 1989. 
Thereafter London art market, 2009. Attic, 2nd half of 
5th cent. B.C.  CHF 1,100
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A CROSS PENDANT. H. 3.4 cm. Gold, reddish brown glass paste. The arms of the cross with circular cross-sections. In 
the centre, a cylindrical element with a mounted glass bead. At the top, an eyelet. Sheet gold. Intact. Formerly Coll. 
Madame G., Rodez, France, who lived in Tunisia in the 1940s. Early Byzantine, 5th-7th cent. A.D. CHF 6,500

A MAGNIFICENT GOLD RING. H. 1.9 cm. Dm. ca. 1.4 cm. 
Gold, green jasper. Oval setting formed by a sleeve of sheet 
gold with a jagged edge around the stone and filigree ten-
drils adorning the exterior. The hoop is composed of two 
gold wires twisted in opposite directions. The transition 
from hoop to setting is masked by a small Gorgoneion 
on both sides. Two minor lacunae. The gem shows Jupiter 
enthroned to right. He holds a sceptre and wears a wreath 
on his head and a robe that leaves his chest bare. A min-
iature figure of Victoria stands on his outstretched left 
hand. The Roman gem (1st-2nd cent. A.D.) did not belong 
to the ring originally. Ring: Formerly English priv. coll., 
acquired in the 1960s-1980s. Intaglio: London art market, 
2008. Greek, Hellenistic, 4th cent. B.C.  CHF 3,800

AN INTAGLIO WITH TWO HEADS (GRYLLOS). H. 1 cm. 
Jasper. Upright oval, sides taper to reverse. Horned head 
(Pan or satyr) to left; head of a silen to right. Both heads 
are joined together at the back. Formerly priv. coll. Bava-
ria, 1965-2010. Roman, 1st-2nd cent. A.D.  CHF 1,800

A CAMEO WITH THE BUST OF A ROMAN LADY.  
H. 1.8 cm. Layered agate. Upright oval stone, whose 
white upper layer, thrown into relief by the brown-black 
ground, shows the bust of a Roman lady in profile to 
right. A sloping brow, eyes framed by large eyelids and 
plump cheeks define the finely worked face. Her neck is 
framed by the hem of her robe, which is draped over her 
breast in lavish folds. Her hair is combed back in fine 
strands and gathered up in a chignon at the nape. As this 
hairstyle is known to have been fashionable in the mid-
dle to late Severan Period. Nose, mouth and robe slightly 
worn. Formerly Collection Haim Arama, Haifa; acquired 
in the 1950s-1960s. Roman, middle to late Severan, 1st 
third of 3rd cent. A.D.  CHF 2,800

A BEGGAR. H. 4.4 cm. Bronze. Statuette of a small, bal-
ding, old man with turgid face standing on a low, cir-
cular base. He wears a long, belted cloak that leaves his 
left shoulder free. He rests his large head on his right 
shoulder. A piece of cloth which is knotted together to 
form a bag hangs from his right forearm. It probably 
contains his few belongings. Intact. Formerly Bonhams 
London, 30.10.2003 lot no. 404. Thereafter Swiss proper-
ty. Alexandrinian, 2nd-1st cent. B.C.  CHF 1,400

AN INTAGLIO WITH A SATYR PLAYING THE LYRE.  
H. 1.3 cm. W. 1.6 cm. Carnelian. Rectangular stone, ta-
pering slightly towards the reverse. The convex surface is 
delicately engraved with a satyr seated to left on a rock. 
He plays the lyre resting on his lap with his left hand, and 
cradles a thyrsos in his right arm. A small shrine stands 
on the rock in front of him. Intact. Formerly Sasson Gal-
lery, Jerusalem, from 1981. Thereafter Israeli art market. 
Roman, 1st-2nd cent. A.D.  CHF 2,600
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A SPHERICAL JAR. H. 6.9 cm. Greenish glass. Spherical 
vessel with slightly arched base, horizontal shoulder and 
flaring mouth with inward-slanting rim. Completely iri-
descent, encrustations. A crack in the belly of the vessel 
restored. Formerly Coll. Mildred (Miriam) Devor, Jeru-
salem, 1960s-1970s. Eastern Mediterranean, 4th cent. 
A.D.  CHF 900

A CROUCHING RABBIT. L. 3 cm. Bronze. Crouching on 
the ground with its long ears pricked up, this delightful 
little fellow is completely preoccupied with a lucky find, 
the berry or nut that he is holding between his paws and 
greedily gobbling up. Ring-punched eyes. Undamaged. 
With Antiquarium, Ltd. New York, acquired in 1994 on 
the European art market. Roman, 1st-3rd cent. A.D.  
  CHF 3,400

A CROUCHING MOUSE. L. 3.8 cm. Bronze. This vigor-
ously modelled mouse crouches on its hind legs with its 
round ears pricked, gnawing contentedly on what looks 
like a tiny cake or piece of bread held between its front 
paws. Tail lost, otherwise undamaged. Formerly German 
priv. coll., 1930. Roman, 1st-3rd cent. A.D.  
CHF 2,500

A ROMAN STAMP WITH NAMES. L. 6.7 cm. W. 2.8 cm. 
Bronze. Rectangular stamp with a three-line Latin in-
scription that mentions several names or components of 
names in the genitive form: LVCCEI RESTVTI ARTEMI-
DORI IVL ACHILLEI. A winged caduceus that was prob-
ably also used as a stamp, is engraved on the top of the 
ring-shaped handle. The caduceus refers to Mercury, the 
god of trade. Stamps of this type were found in Pompeii 
and Herculaneum, as well as in other places. The five 
names mentioned in the inscription probably belonged 
to two persons, who may have been business partners. 
The combination of the hereditary surname (nomen gentilicium) Lucceius and the additional surname (cognomen) Restitutus (also in the frequently used shortened form Restutus) 
is also found elsewere, especially in Rome. The same holds true for Iulius Achilleus/Achillaeus. Artemidorus is probably a second cognomen belonging to the first name and is also 
mainly found in Rome. The craftmanship of the letters is of high quality. Excellent condition. Formerly priv. coll. Southern Germany, 1990s. Roman, 1st-2nd cent. A.D.     CHF 6,600

A STATUETTE OF PRIAPOS. H. 5 cm. Gold. This intri-
cately worked figure shows the naked and bearded god 
of fertility, viewed frontally with his legs tensed and 
pressed firmly together. The arms are angled out to ei-
ther side of the body. The hands generally hold a basket 
of fruits, which perhaps is hinted at in the raised half-
moon shape moulded above the sex. The finely worked 
facial features and modelled body, sculpted in the round, 
required considerable skill on the part of the crafts-
man and attest to the high quality of this gold statu- 
ette, which perhaps served as pendant for an especially 
splendid piece of jewellery. Ring on the back of the neck 
with loop of bent gold wire threaded through it. In excel-
lent condition. With Galerie Nefer, Zurich, 1990. Greek, 
late 4th-3rd cent. B.C.  CHF 9,500

AN ALABASTRON. H. 8.5 cm. Clay, polychromy. Attrac-
tive alabastron decorated with two antithetical sphinxes 
with forelocks, hairband and polos. Between them a dou-
ble lotus flower. Face, breast and alternating wing feath-
ers, lotus calyxes and middle palmette leaf in red. Three 
dabbed rosettes. Tongues of black and red around the 
mouth and black dots on its outer rim; handle likewise 
black with a rosette on the underside. Mouth reattached; 
paint retouched to restored minor chipping, other- 
wise beautifully preserved. Formerly MuM AG, Basle, 
Auction 60, 21.9.1982, lot 7. Thereafter Coll. R. Bollag, 
Basle. Early Corinthian, late 7th cent. B.C.  CHF 3,800

A STIRRUP JAR. H. 8.3 cm. Clay. Round-bodied vessel 
on a low foot. In the centre, a false mouth; between 
mouth and shoulder, two strap handles; on the shoulder, 
a spout. Lavish geometrical decoration in dark red and 
black glaze: on the shoulder, triangles with triple out-
lines, on the body, encircling bands. Root of spout pre-
served. Foot slightly worn. Small chips on the surface. 
Formerly Coll. Madame N., Toulouse, France. Affixed to 
the underside, an old collection label. Mycenaean, LH III, 
14th-12th cent. B.C.  CHF 1,600


